Scheduling and synchronization algorithms for uniprocessor real-time systems benefit from the rich theory of schedulability analysis, and yet translating these algorithms to practical implementations can be challenging. This paper presents a Java model of the priority inheritance protocol for mutual exclusion, as implemented in the RTEMS open-source real-time operating system. We verified this model using Java Pathfinder to detect potential data races, deadlocks, and priority inversions. JPF detected a known bug in the RTEMS implementation, which we modified along with the Java model. Verification of the modified model showed the absence of data races, deadlocks, and established nine protocol-specific correctness properties.
Introduction
Real-time application correctness depends on a bound on the amount of interference that high-priority tasks can cause to lower-priority tasks. When a highpriority task preempts the low-priority task and executes, the response time of the low-priority task is delayed by the preemption. Schedulability analysis considers the interference caused by such preemption: given a set of tasks, their execution times, job releases and deadlines, and priorities, one may calculate whether the tasks will be schedulable under a given scheduling algorithm. Two key assumptions made during schedulability analysis is that tasks are preemptable and do not share resources.
In case tasks share resources (e. g., shared memory) that require synchronization, the inclusion of critical sections complicates the schedulability analysis. The usual approach to create a critical section is with a semaphore or mutex lock, which leads to a priority inversion problem in which a low-priority task holding a lock interferes with any higher-priority tasks waiting on the lock, until the low-priority task eventually releases the lock. The usual assumption in real-time systems is that a lock holder can hold the lock no longer than its worst-case execution time, and therefore the lock is released eventually. However, if middlepriority tasks preempt and starve the low-priority task, the high-priority task may be blocked indefinitely since the low-priority task continues to hold the lock while the middle-priority tasks execute. Priority inversions are solved by using the priority inheritance protocol (PIP) or priority ceiling protocol (PCP) [15] .
PIP works by promoting the priority of a lock holder to that of the highestpriority task waiting for the lock. Hence, when a task fails to acquire a lock, the lock holder will inherit the task's priority until the lock is released. PIP ensures that a middle-priority task cannot indefinitely block higher-priority tasks by starving low-priority lock holders. The lock holder's priority is restored to the previous value when releasing the lock. Although PIP works well for single lock acquire and release, some real-time applications require mutual exclusion for multiple resources at a time. Hence, multiple locks are acquired, one for each resource. We say these locks are nested. The proper implementation of PIP with nested resources requires that each time a lock is released, the lock holder's priority should be changed to that of the highest priority task still blocked on any lock held by the releasing task, or to the lock holder's normal priority, i. e., the priority it held when entering the outermost lock.
RTEMS is an open-source real-time operating system with an implementation of PIP. However, RTEMS implementation of the PIP for nested locks is incorrect. When a nested lock is obtained and priority is inherited, the task's current priority is saved. When the nested lock is released, the current priority is restored without checking what the highest priority is on the outer lock. Therefore, a task could be blocked on the outer lock with a higher-priority than the task that just released the inner lock, thus creating a priority inversion. Currently, this inversion is avoided by retaining the highest inherited priority until all locks are released, which has a different problem in that schedulability analysis needs to account for interference caused by all critical sections of any lower-priority tasks that may outer-nest a lock shared with a high priority task.
In this paper, we present our experience creating and model-checking a Java model of the locking and scheduling algorithms from the implementations in RTEMS relevant to PIP with nested resources. Our model detects priority inversion conditions via exhaustively searching through the lock and scheduler data structures. We passed the Java model through the Java Pathfinder (JPF) model checker [16] to detect potential deadlocks, data races, and priority inversions. After confirming the priority inversion in the existing RTEMS nested resource locking, we model-checked an alternative algorithm, which we then implemented in RTEMS. In our model analysis, we use intelligent pre-processing to reduce the size of the state space by a factor of 158, which made it possible to check the model repeatedly for different versions of our algorithm. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides the necessary background and shows related work. Section 3 shows how we modeled the relevant parts of the RTEMS kernel for verification with JPF. Section 4 shows the flaw we found in the adaption of PIP in RTEMS, and our fix. The final results of the verification with JPF are shown in Section 5, and Section 6 concludes.
Background

RTEMS
The Real-Time Executive for Multiprocessor Systems (RTEMS) [1] is an opensource real-time operating system (RTOS) that provides essential RTOS services with support for POSIX interfaces. RTEMS is used in particle accelerators, satellite instruments, medical devices, military systems, robotics, and other data acquisition and real-time control applications. RTEMS has been an open-source project since 1988 and is widely used in academic, government, and private sectors around the world.
Model checking
Model checking is a technique to analyze a formal description of a system (the model) against all possible outcomes, starting from a given initial state. The system to be analyzed is usually represented by a transition system [4] .
A model checker is a tool that verifies the model against given properties [4] . Traditionally, model checking has been used to verify hardware or protocols. Models are usually described in a domain-specific language, and properties are often expressed in temporal logics such as linear temporal logics [14] . Model checkers may explicitly construct the entire state space in memory [7] or use a symbolic representation of multiple states as a set of states [11] .
Java Pathfinder
In contrast to traditional model checkers, software model checkers analyze an actual application (as source code or executable) code instead of a model [6, 16] .
Java Pathfinder (JPF) is such a software model checker. It implements a Java Virtual Machine (JVM) that is capable of executing the full bytecode instruction set [16] , and is designed to explore the full state space of a Java bytecode application. Unlike in a traditional model checker, the state space is not known a priori. Instead, the state space is derived from the execution of the system under test (SUT). The SUT is executed by JPF until an action occurs in which the outcome under different thread schedules may vary. At that point, JPF stores a copy of the full program state comprising memory and thread states, and explores the next available choice. When a given choice leads to the end of program execution, it backtracks to an earlier program states by restoring that state from the saved copy. (JPF uses depth-first search by default; other search strategies are supported as well.) A state in JPF therefore corresponds to a full program state-with the heap and the states of each thread-and a transition corresponds to a sequence of instruction executions by a thread [16] .
By default, JPF checks an execution against uncaught exceptions, assertion failures, and deadlocks. It also has a built-in data race detector, which allows a user to find problematic data accesses even if no property checking the output of the program has been written. This is useful because it is difficult to write properties checking the outcome of each operation that may be affected by shared memory access.
For our work, we chose Java Pathfinder because the input language (Java) is much closer to C than the input languages of other model checkers, such as Promela used by SPIN [7] . Furthermore, many locking features used by the RTEMS kernel have close equivalents in Java or JPF, which makes it easier to model RTEMS in JPF than on other platforms (see Section 3).
Related Work
Klein et al. verified a general-purpose operating system microkernel [8] that includes thread management and many other features. The kernel has been implemented in 10,000 lines of C code; properties were verified using a theorem prover with about 480,000 lines of Isabelle [13] proofs that were developed over ten years [8] . In contrast to that, the core of RTEMS is about 34,000 lines of C code, with the part implementing mutual exclusion weighing in at about 730 lines. Our model is about the size same as that part of the C code (600 lines of code for the model, 130 lines of code for the helper program that generates all test settings), and verification is fully automatic after we apply symmetry reduction to our environment model.
The idea of symmetry-based state space reduction is common [3] . Compared to previous work, we take a staged approach, where we first pre-process the parameters of the model to reduce the state space, and then use these parameters to generate different settings at run-time. Compared to "classical" model checking [4] , where a model is expressed in a domain-specific language, we express our model in Java, which is richer than other modeling languages. Verification is performed using Java Pathfinder, which executes the model as program code and generates the state space by exploring different outcomes of non-determinism at run-time [16] . This is different from most other tools, where the state space is generated as a graph structure a priori [4] .
Java Pathfinder is typically used to explore different interleavings in concurrent software, to analyze whether functional properties hold for all possible interleavings [16] . For applications written in Java, Java Pathfinder can determine the worst-case execution time (WCET) of a program by assigning a cost to each instruction, and calculating the maximal total cost [10] . This previous work was not applicable to estimate the worst-case execution time in the RTEMS kernel, as it would have required a complete model of the kernel in Java, together with accurate execution cost weights that reflect the true execution cost of the original RTEMS code on different platforms. Our work checks the correctness, but not WCET, of the priority inheritance protocol in RTEMS.
Lui Sha et al. discusses that synchronization primitives can lead to uncontrolled priority inversion problem [15] . They showed that two priority inheritance class protocols called basic priority inheritance protocol and priority ceiling protocol solved this priority inversion problem. This original publication does not explicitly mention the priority inversion problem caused in basic priority inheritance protocol if a task inheriting priority is owner of more than one mutex that we found in RTEMS. As a result, we cannot rule out that a direct application of that algorithm may have the same issue.
Linux makes use of data structure called plist-'priority sorted linked list'for implementation of real time mutex design. Every task in Linux has pi list data structure that stores all top waiters of the mutexes that are owned by the task. Whenever a task releases any mutex, it always ensures that its priority is set to the top priority waiting task in its pi list. This way it rules out the problem of priority inversion in case of task owning multiple mutexes.
Modeling RTEMS Locks and Scheduling in Java
This section describes the Java model of locking in RTEMS [5] .
Mapping RTEMS kernel constructs to JPF
The POSIX threads (Pthreads) standard is a widely used standardized interface that provides concurrency primitives, in particular locking, thread creation and control, and the use of condition variables and signaling [12] . Java has been designed to allow a virtual machine to implement the thread constructs in Java readily using Pthreads; each basic Java concurrency feature can be mapped to Pthreads [2] . The RTEMS kernel also exhibits similarities to the Pthreads interface, and by extension Java concurrency features: see Table 1 for a high-level mapping. We employ nested locking and unlocking implemented in a straightforward way using synchronized blocks in Java; non-nested locking could be supported using extra libraries [9] . Thread signaling and condition variables use the same semantics as in POSIX. Furthermore, priority queues in the RTEMS kernel are modeled using priority queues from the Java base library.
For uniprocessor systems, RTEMS has a mechanism that temporarily disables the scheduler making a block of code behave atomically. Java has no direct construct for such scheduler disabling, and while a global lock can be used, it only guarantees mutual exclusion with respect to other global locks. Fortunately, Java
Pathfinder has a construct that provides atomic sections: Verify.beginAtomic and endAtomic. These two functions are not available in standard Java.
Another modeling problem is that the Java scheduler does not obey thread priorities strictly, but thread priorities in RTEMS are strict, and a higherpriority thread is always scheduled before lower-priority threads. Although Java Pathfinder allows a user to provide a custom scheduler, which we could have used to model the RTEMS scheduler in addition to its locking implementation, we chose not to do so for two reasons. First, writing a custom scheduler in JPF is more difficult than writing a model in Java. Second, we wanted our lock model to be correct under any scheduler, not just under the current scheduler used by RTEMS.
Design of the lock model
We designed and implemented a Java model of the locking and scheduling algorithms of RTEMS so that JPF could be used to model check the current and alternative solutions for PIP. Our scheduler model uses a task control block (TCB) that inherits from the Java Thread Class and adds two priority fields, for the initial and current priority, and a linked list to track the mutex locks held by the thread.
To model mutex locks in Java we created a Lock class that uses Java's synchronized and JPF's Verify.beginAtomic and Verify.endAtomic to construct critical sections. The Lock class also adds a validator routine that executes on every mutex release to check whether there exists any priority inversion by iterating through all the remaining mutex locks held by the releasing thread checking that it has a higher priority than all threads waiting on any remaining mutexes it holds.
In the course of our work, we experimented with several variants of possible implementations of PIP: 1. A model using a global lock. Using a global lock facilitates a correct implementation at the expense of performance. We used this model to focus on correct thread priorities in an initial version of the model. 2. A uniprocessor model using a global scheduler lock (see above), which is derived from the first model. 3. A model using multiple fine-grained locks, allowing for more parallelism and thus better performance on a real system.
Test harness
Java Pathfinder explores the state space of a program by starting from its main method, as in a normal execution under the Java VM. To analyze the implementation of a multi-threaded program, and our lock implementation in particular, we need a test harness. Our test harness creates three threads with a given thread priority, each of which locks and unlocks two locks. Each lock is chosen from three distinct candidate locks. 5 We test reentrant locking by assigning the same candidate lock to multiple slots in the same test thread. Each thread is also assigned a priority chosen from three values, representing high, medium, and low priority. We currently do not test non-nested locking and unlocking, which could however be achieved by permuting the order of unlock operations. The test harness includes a main method that parses arguments from the command line, which indicate the lock indices and thread priorities. Because some types of cyclic deadlocks require three threads, we wanted to simulate at least as many threads in our model. In doing, so, we ran into the state space explosion problem: If each thread non-deterministically uses two locks (out of three candidate locks), and a non-deterministic priority setting taken from three possible values, we have a total of (3 2 ) 3 (2 locks per thread) * 3 3 (priorities) = 3 9 = 19683 combinations.
Encoding all these options as non-deterministic choices would be extremely inefficient for the following reasons:
1. A lot of symmetries exist in the state space, some of which would not be recognized by JPF and explored redundantly. 2. Exploring the entire state space at once increases memory usage and may cause JPF to run out of memory or trigger garbage collection excessively often.
Debugging a failed test (from a faulty model) is more difficult because the error trace by JPF does not show the lock indices or thread priorities as such.
They could be made visible in other ways, through listeners or printing them on the screen, but the latter option would print a lot of clutter during the state space exploration.
State space preprocessing
The full state space is too large to be explored by JPF if equivalent configurations are not taken into account. We present an algorithm to remove redundant lock set configurations, and show how the number of thread priority configurations can be minimized.
Lock sets. We define A to be the alphabet of lock indices; in our case A = 0, 1, 2.
A lock set configuration is a list of n elements, each being a sequence of m lock indices.
To reason about lock indices, we observe the following properties:
1. Locks are symbolic objects. Any configuration l where all lock indices in l are replaced with a permutations of the indexes in A, yields a heap structure that is isomorphic to l. For example, (00, 00, 01) and (11, 11, 10) are isomorphic. 2. Between threads, permutations of lock index sequences are also isomorphic; e. g., (00, 00, 01), (00, 01, 00), and (01, 00, 00) are isomorphic.
Algorithm 1 computes the set of all relevant lock permutations, based on these two observations. It starts by initializing the output sets F and B and generating all possible isomorphic mappings I. For three indices, six isomorphisms exist: I = {{0 → 0, 1 → 1, 2 → 2}, {0 → 1, 1 → 2, 2 → 0}, . . .} The algorithm reduces the set of all possible permutations C of lock indices, to topologically distinct ones.
Based on property 1, the algorithm then proceeds to generate all morphisms M from C (step 4a). Property 2 allows us to ignore different permutations of lock index sequences between threads (step 4b); the sequences are filtered by sorting. For example, the sorted list of subsequences in (12, 01, 00) is (00, 01, 12). These two steps are sufficient to reduce the set of 729 lock permutations to only 31 truly distinct settings.
However, some lock set configurations contain a cyclic dependency between locks. For example, if thread t 1 owns lock a and tries to obtain lock b, and thread t 2 owns lock b and tries to obtain lock a, a deadlock occurs. The deadlock is due to the cyclic lock dependency between the threads. A test using such a configuration may deadlock, and if JPF is used, it will always find and report such a possibility. We can either ignore such cases or ensure that JPF actually detects a deadlock. To distinguish between "good" (deadlock-free) and "bad" (deadlocking) cases, we check the lock configuration for such cyclic dependencies (step 5 in Algorithm 1). This splits the set of 31 configurations into 25 deadlockfree and 6 deadlocking configurations (see Table 2 ). Thread priorities. We also consider the impact of different thread priorities on the outcome. As only the relative priority between all three threads matters, we consider only these four cases:
1. All threads have the same priority. 2. Two threads have the same priority, one has a lower priority than the others. 3. Two threads have the same priority, one has a higher priority than the others. 4. All threads have a different priority.
We implement this as a non-deterministic choice between four settings that reflect these cases, as opposed to a non-deterministic priority choice for each thread in isolation. This reduces the thread priority state space from 3 3 = 27 settings to just four.
The combined state space reduction from both optimizations is from 19863 to 31 * 4 = 124 configurations, a reduction of almost 160 times. The fact that configurations for Java Pathfinder can be parameterized on the command line makes it easy to generate the parameter state space with a preprocessor, and supply it to Java Pathfinder in a second phase.
Properties
By default, JPF reports a deadlock where the program cannot proceed with execution, such as when multiple threads have a cyclic lock dependency. It can also be configured to report data races. A data race exists if at least two threads access the same memory location without mutual exclusion, and at least one of these accesses is a write access. We used deadlock and data race detection along with model-specific properties in our verification.
Specific properties are encoded as assertions (safety properties) in our model [5] , and cover the following: Property 1. The priority of a thread waiting for a lock corresponds to its actual (original) priority.
Property 2.
A thread is in the correct state when acquiring a new mutex. Property 3. A newly acquired mutex is not held by another thread, and its lock count is zero.
Property 4. The lock count of a lock being released is greater than zero. After a lock is released, there is no holder registered anymore for it.
Property 5. If there is another thread waiting on a just-released lock, that thread must be in the waiting state. Property 6. The thread releasing a lock must contain a matching lock entry at the head of the list maintained in that thread's TCB.
Property 7. The thread releasing a lock must not contain any higher-priority threads linked from the list of lock entries in the thread's TCB.
Property 8. The promotion of a thread's priority is caused by a different thread.
Property 9. The priority of a thread is correctly reverted to the original priority after all locks have been released.
Fixing PIP in RTEMS
Priority inversion occurs if a higher-priority task is blocked by a lower-priority task. Ideally, a higher-priority task should be blocked no longer than the time for the lower-priority task to complete its critical section. Lui Sha et al. demonstrated that practically this blocking period of higher-priority task can be arbitrarily long and unpredictable [15] . They showed that two priority inheritance class protocols, basic PIP and priority ceiling protocol, can rectify uncontrolled priority inversion. We extend basic PIP for the case when a task inheriting priority is the owner of more than one mutex, which we found in RTEMS, and we propose an algorithm to solve uncontrolled priority inversion problem in this case.
RTEMS data structures involved in PIP
In RTEMS, associated with each mutex is a linked list CORE mutex order list, which contains priority before, a field to store the priority of the acquiring task. This field is used to restore the task's priority to what it was before acquiring that mutex, in case the priority of the task is temporarily increased due to the PIP. Each task control block (TCB) stores a last-in first-out (LIFO) linked list of acquired mutexes, which is the expected order of lock release. This is a doubly linked list, Chain Control, consisting of nodes of type Chain Node (see Fig. 2 ). 
Uncontrolled priority inversion problem for PIP in RTEMS
The following example demonstrates the uncontrolled priority inversion problem:
1. Consider three tasks T 0 , T 1 , and T 2 in descending order of priority with T 0 having highest priorities of 0 and T 2 having lowest priority of 2. 2. Initially, we only have task T 2 executing in our system. T 2 acquires mutex m 0 followed by m 1 to access some shared data structure. The linked list of mutexes in T 2 's TCB contains m 0 and m 1 with associated priority 2. 3. Task T 0 is created and being a higher-priority task it preempts task T 2 . T 0 attempts to acquire m 0 and hence the PIP will promote the priority of T 2 to be that of T 0 , i. e., 0. This is the classic example of basic PIP rectifying priority inversion problem. This system state is free from priority inversion and deterministic as we are certain that task T 0 will be waiting till task T 2 releases m 0 . 4. Another task T 1 is created, with medium priority. It will be in waiting state as task T 2 has the highest priority. When T 2 releases m 1 , the priority stored in the mutex data structure for m 1 is written into the TCB of T 2 , restoring T 2 's priority to 2. Task T 1 preempts task T 2 . We are now uncertain of blocking 1: function UpdatePriority(holder, queue, priority) 2: // holder is the TCB for the owner of the mutex being acquired 3:
// queue is the CORE mutex order list of the mutex 4:
// priority is the priority of the thread trying to acquire the mutex 5: 6:
head node ← (&holder →lock mutex )→Head 7:
next node ← (&queue→lock queue)→next 8:
change priority ← True 9:
while next node = head node do 10:
queue ← next node→CORE mutex order list 11:
if queue→priority before ≤ priority then 12:
change priority ← False 13:
Break 14:
end if 15:
queue→priority before ← priority 16:
next node = next node→next 17:
end while 18:
return change priority if True, then holder thread priority is checked 19: end function Algorithm 2. Algorithm for updating priority period of task T 0 (see Fig. 4 ) and thus the system is in uncontrolled priority inversion state. 
Solution to uncontrolled priority inversion
Avoiding uncontrolled priority inversion calls for more intelligence when restoring the priority of a task. Algorithm 2 imparts this intelligence when a task attempts to acquire a busy mutex. Whenever a task attempts to acquire a busy mutex, this task may update the holder task's priority and the priorities of mutexes held by that holder. Updating the priority of holder is done as usual for PIP. The updates of the held mutexes occur by traversing the linked list of mutexes stored in the holder's TCB. If the recorded priority of a mutex is lower than the priority of the acquiring task, then the recorded priority is updated. The traversal stops at an equal or higher priority, or at the head of the list.
Applied to the above example, Algorithm 2 works as follows:
1. When task T 0 attempts to acquire mutex m 0 , it traverses the acquired mutex list of holder task T 2 . Traversal moves to the mutex next in the list from m 0 , which is m 1 , towards the head of the list. The recorded priority of m 1 is 2, lower than T 0 's priority 0, so is changed to 0 before going to the next mutex in the list. The head of the list is reached, therefore the priority of T 2 is compared with that of T 0 and is boosted to 0, and the algorithm is finished. T 2 will resume executing at its new, higher priority (see Fig. 5 ). 2. When T 2 releases m 1 , the priority stored in the mutex data structure for m 1 is written into the TCB of T 2 , restoring T 2 's priority to 0. At this point, task T 1 is waiting as T 2 still has the highest priority in the system. This way our algorithm ensures there is no priority inversion in the system (see Fig. 6 ). 3. Note that if T 2 was blocking on another mutex (see Fig. 7 ), it would be re-blocked after potentially boosting priority of that mutex's owner through a transitive call to Algorithm 2. Hence, we always have a system which is free from priority inversion and in deterministic state.
Model-Checking Results using JPF
We used Java PathFinder version 8.0, rev. 28, to analyze the Java models of RTEMS locking, after eliminating redundant configurations in the parameter state space by preprocessing it (see Section 3). We ran the experiments on a Mac Pro with two 3.7 GHz quad-core Intel Xeon E5 CPUs. This allowed us to use multiple cores at once, speeding up the verification of 31 different lock set configurations. Table 2 shows the results of the experiments on the final, correct version of the model. In configurations that do not cause deadlocks, JPF has to explore the entire state space of the model. Configurations with few locks preclude much possible parallelism, and lock priority changes, in the behaviors. Their state space is therefore much smaller than the state space of more complex settings. Because of this, verification runs for a given lock set configuration ranges between barely six minutes and over two hours; the number of explored program states, and executed bytecode instructions, is proportional to the analysis time (see Table 2 , top). Deadlock-prone configurations have at least one possible interleaving that leads to a deadlock due to a cyclic lock dependency. JPF sometimes finds such a deadlock immediately and aborts the search after one second; in other cases the search takes a few minutes, but still finds the bug after only a small fraction of the state space has been searched (see Table 2 , bottom).
The results of our experiments confirm that our revised implementation of PIP in the RTEMS kernel is free of data races, deadlocks, and incorrect priority assignments. Deadlock-prone lock usage of application-level tasks is also detected as expected. In total, verification of the improved PIP implementation took 11 hours and 43 minutes of CPU time, which translated to about three hours of real time when running 5-6 instances in parallel on eight cores.
Conclusion
Despite the rich, robust theoretical frameworks that have been built around real-time scheduling, the correctness of scheduler design and implementationespecially with synchronization-is challenged by system complexity. In this paper, we have presented a Java model of a real-time operating system's PIP implementation that we model-checked in JPF to look for deadlocks, race conditions, and priority inversions, the latter by way of nine correctness properties that were encoded as assertions in the Java model. Key to the efficient model checking is the state space preprocessing of Algorithm 1, which reduces JPF's search space. JPF found a potential priority inversion, a correctness error, that was known to exist in the C language implementation. We further proposed a fix to the PIP implementation and validated it to be free of potential deadlocks, race conditions, and priority inversions. Future work may consider validating multi-core scheduling algorithms, which are even more complex and less well-understood than the established uniprocessor algorithms.
